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“Welcome to the future of  insurance … [where a 
customer in 2030] decides he wants to drive 
today … [and his] digital assistant notifies him that 

his mobility insurance will increase by 4-
to-8 percent based on the route he selects.”

Source: McKinsey, Insurance 2030 –
The Impact Of  Ai On Insurance



Technology is a more complex phenomenon than we often recognize –
a force that has the power to change social dynamics

Source: Library of  Congress, USA Source: U.S. National Archives Source: WhatsApp, Instagram, Snap, 
Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Giphy



To understand what insurance should look like tomorrow, we need to understand not 
what insurance is – but what it does for people 
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Insurance
…as products

…as risk analysis & pricing
…as processes

...as information

…as protection
…as prediction and action

…as support
…as freedom from fear

Being Insured



What do people value in the digital age?



What does risk look like 
in a digital society?



What does a ‘contract’ look like in a digital society?

“Insurance is a bet you make with 
the insurance company.”
Henning (DK)



What does trust look like in a digital society?



What is risk-pooling in a digital society?



When you think about disruptive technologies in insurance, 
think about how you can disrupt fear

…as protection
…as prediction and action

…as support
…as freedom from fear

Being Insured

• What are the new problems that 
technology helps insurers solve?

• How can we reimagine insurance from the 
ground-up?

• What new social realities does digital 
insurance fit into?

• What do not make sense in the lives of  
more digital customers?


